
  

CIGNA Bulls See Near-Term Upside 

Ticker/Price: CI ($180.9) 

 

Analysis: 

Cigna (CI) buyers again today in the near-term August $185 calls, over 900X, and follows buyers of 2,000 August $180 calls 

on Friday as well as a big insider buy recently from a director of $1M in stock at $187.37 on 6/15. CI still has longer-dated 

bullish flow in open interest including 2600 October $210 calls while the September $180 and October $200 puts with sellers 

in May/June and some size across the January $170, $175, $180, $190 and $195 calls from March. Shares are working out of 

a narrow downtrend from mid-June and base breakout setting up above $184 with room back to $200. CI pulled back to the 

50% retracement of the rally from March/April. The $63.86B company trades 8.72X earnings, 0.4X sales, and 7.15X FCF with 

low-double digit growth. CI is coming off a strong quarter with health services revenue up 2% while also seeing better 

customer growth in MA and their Select segment. The former continues to be a big area of growth with a goal by 2025 to 

expand their footprint by 4X as they compete for 15M new MA purchasers. CI has been executing on a big growth plan 

focused on expanding specialty pharma services, growing in middle market and Select, expanding government services, and 

build out Internationally. Analysts have an average target for shares of $245. BMO raising their PT to $242 in June citing a 

return to normal trends while Raymond James positive as well noting that COVID-19 added some noise to recent results with 

a reduction of elective procedures driving MLR lower but the long-term strategy remains intact and they’re positioned well to 

gain share. Short interest is 0.9% and lowest level since 2017. Hedge fund ownership rose 4% in Q1. Viking Global and 

Holocene buyers of stock while Glenview trimmed their stake. CI has seen other notable insider buys in the last year including 

a $2M buy in December at $195 and a $5M buy in September from the CEO around $155.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: CI is a favored Managed Care name with a ton of Deltas in OI, and like this base and recent low 

as a good reward/risk, though not certain of the near-term catalyst for the positioning. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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